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MERCENARIES RULE BOOK 

 

Mercenaries is a Deck-Building game where you fight through Monsters to gain MVPs (       ). Whoever is the “Most Valuable Player” wins- even if they stole their kills to get 

there! 

 

Set Up 

Here is how to set-up the game. 

 

Player Set Up 
1. Each player places a playmat in front of them for each Mercenary card they control. 

2. Put a score-pad in the appropriate space on each player’s play mat. Each player should start with 20 Health (       ) points and 0 EXP (     ). 

3. Each player determines what colour Mercenary they are going to be (Red, Green, Blue or Purple) and places the corresponding Mercenary Card in front of them. Each 

player should write down which colour they are on their score-pad. 

4. Create a starting deck for each player. Take and shuffle the following cards into a 12 card deck. 

 6 Basic Melee Attack cards. 

 4 Basic Blocking cards. 

 1 Basic Ranged Attack card. 

 1 Healing Potion card. 

After creating a Player Deck, that player places their starting deck onto the appropriate space on their play mat. 

 

Battle Area Set Up 

Take the 36 Area Tiles (as shown on the right) and lay them in a 6 x 6 grid (see page 10). Make sure all players can see and reach this as  

it will act as the game’s board. 

 

Adventure Set Up 
Based on the adventure, the following needs to be set up. 

 Resource Area. 

 Monster Deck & Reserve Monster Deck. 

 Area Feature Deck. 

 Tokens. 

Instructions for these are detailed below.  

 

This Rule Book shows how to set-up the first adventure (The Distelblute Mansion) from the Adventure Book. The method of setting up an adventure is the same no matter 

what adventure you play. See the Adventure Book for what cards to use in other adventures. 

 

Resource Area 

The Resource area is made up of Skill and Ability cards. Skill cards have a grey background. Ability cards have a blue background.  

Take the following Skill and Ability cards from the box, and put them into stacks based on their name. I.e. 16 Basic Melee Attack cards in one stack, all Advanced Melee Attack 

cards in another, etc. 

 16 Basic Melee Attack cards.     •    All Gauntlet of Power cards.    •     All Charge Attack cards. 

 16 Basic Blocking cards.     •    All Shield of Protection cards.   •     All Change Stance cards. 

 All Advanced Melee Attack cards.   •    All Elven Bow String cards.    •     All Positioning cards. 

 All Advanced Blocking cards.    •    20 Healing Potion cards.    •     All Vigour cards. 

 All Advanced Ranged Attack cards.     •    All Defensive Stance cards.         
 

Try to position these where all players can see and reach them. 
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Monster Deck & Reserve Monster Deck 

Monster cards have a red or orange background. To form the Monster Deck, take the following Monsters (if playing other adventures see adventure book for details). 

 

 Goblin Goblin Archer Orc Orc Arbalest 

2 or 4 Player Competitive game 10 5 6 3 

3 Player Competitive game 7 4 5 3 

2 or 4 Player Co-operative game  12 7 8 5 

3 Player Co-operative game 11 6 7 4 

 
In addition to the above, you also require: 

 1 Orc Champion card. 

 3 Ambush!! – Goblin! cards. 

 2 Ambush!! – Goblin Archer! cards. 

 2 Ambush!! – Orc! cards. 

 1 Ambush!! – Orc Arbalest! card. 
 
Shuffle all the Monsters from the table together. Split the deck into two halves and shuffle the Ambush cards into the deck as follows (If the deck has an odd number of cards, 
the top half gets an extra card). 
 
Shuffle into the top half –     Shuffle into the bottom half - 

 2 Ambush!! – Goblin! cards.   •     1 Ambush!! – Goblin! card. 

 1 Ambush!! – Goblin Archer! cards.  •     1 Ambush!! – Goblin Archer! card. 

 1 Ambush!! – Orc! card.    •     1 Ambush!! – Orc! card. 
•     1 Ambush!! – Orc Arbalest! card. 

 
Then put the deck back together in order. 
After this, shuffle the Orc Champion into the bottom 10 cards. This forms the Monster Deck. 
  
To form the Reserve Monster Deck, take all the remaining Monster cards with the same name as the Monster cards mentioned in the table above and put them into a deck- 
in order based on their name. This deck is never shuffled. 
 
Place the Monster Deck face down near the Resource Area. Place the Reserve Monster Deck face up near the Resource Area. 
 

 

 

 

Area Feature Deck 

Area Feature cards have a green background. Shuffle together the following 10 Area Feature Cards. 

 2 Empty Area cards.     •     1 Cooking Area card.    •     1 Dart Trap card. 

 1 Reinforcements card.     •     1 Weapons Cache card.    •     1 Frenzy Brew card. 

 1 Treasure Chest card.     •     1 Tripwire card.     •     1 Foul Fungus Patch card. 
 
This forms the Area Feature deck. Place this near the Resource Area. 
 

 

 

 

Tokens & Counters 

Take the Wound Counters, Acted Tokens, and Area Feature Tokens out of the box. Place the near the Resource Area. 
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How To Play 

Populating the Battle Area 
The Battle Area is only populated at the beginning of a new Area (the first turn of a game, or after a previous Area has been cleared of all Monsters). 

If this is the start of a new Area, the following needs to be done in order.  

 

1. Determining the First Player & Drawing a hand. 

2. Drawing an Area Feature card. 

3. Spawning Monsters. 

4. Placing Mercenary Cards. 

 

After all of the above has been done, it is the Mercenary turn (see page 4). 

 

Determining the First Player & Drawing a Hand 

If this is the first turn of the game, any method is fine for determining who the First Player is fine. That player must keep the First Player card in front of them.  

If this is the first turn of a new Area (excluding the first Area) the current First Player passes the First Player card to their left. That player is now the new First Player for this 

Area. After this, all players must draw a hand of 6 cards from their deck.  

 
If a player needs to draw cards (at any time) but their Deck is empty, they may immediately shuffle their Discard Pile, and place it on the Deck space on their play mat. This is 
now their new Deck, and the player may draw the remaining card(s) they need to. This may happen at any point during the game. 
 

 

Drawing an Area Feature Card 

At the start of a new Area, the First Player must draw a new Area Feature card from the Area Feature Deck. The card should be placed somewhere all players can read it. 

Each Area Feature card has a different effect. Some activate when they are drawn by the First Player, others are constant. If an Area Feature card affects a Monster or 

Mercenary (long term), place an Area Feature Token (AF Token) onto it when it enters the Battle Area. This will help remind all players to check the Area Feature card when 

interacting with a card with an AF Token on it. Remember to remove AF Tokens when the Mercenary/Monster is no longer under its effects. 

 

Spawning Monsters 

At the start of a new Area; depending on the type of game you are playing, the First Player must draw a different amount of Monster cards from the Monster deck: 

 A 3 player competitive game      … Draw 3 cards. 

 A 2 or 4 player competitive game OR a 3 player co-operative game … Draw 4 cards. 

 A 2 or 4 player co-operative game     … Draw 5 cards. 
 
Each card is drawn one by one, and placed in the Battle Area based on what it is (see page 10). If the Monster card has an orange background (a Ranged Monster) it is placed 
on the Ranged Monster Row. If the Monster card has a red background (a Melee Monster) it is placed on the Melee Monster Row. If a Monster cannot be placed on its own 
row, it will be placed on the row in front. After sorting the row a Monster needs to be placed on, the Monster needs to go as close to the centre as possible. All ties are 
broken by the First Player. No two Monster cards may occupy the same square. 
 
Some Monster cards are “Champion Monsters”. These are indicated by their species symbol (in the top right of the card) being yellow and black instead of black and white. In 
the first adventure, the Champion Monster is the Orc Champion. All Champion Monsters are placed on the Ranged Monster Row (even Melee Champions). When any 
Champion Monster is drawn, you must draw an extra card from the Monster Deck for this area. 
 
When an Ambush card is drawn, the First Player searches the Reserve Monster Deck for the Monsters listed. Those Monsters are placed in the Battle Area, following the rules 
above, in the order they are listed on the card. After all Monsters have been summoned from the Ambush card, discard it to the Monster Discard Pile. 
 
If after drawing the required Monsters cards for an Area the Monster Deck only has one card in it, draw that Monster card for this Area as well. 
 
Placing Mercenary Cards 

At the start of a new Area, the Mercenaries need to enter. Starting with the First Player; and proceeding clockwise, each player places their Mercenary Card onto the 
Mercenary Row of the Battle Area (see page 10). No two Mercenary cards may occupy the same square. Cards may NOT be played from your hand at this time. 
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Mercenary Turn 
After populating the Battle Area, it is now the player’s turn (the “Mercenary Turn”). The Player’s turn starts with drawing their hand (see below). 

 
After all players have drawn their hand, each player takes their turn- starting with the First Player and proceeding clockwise. The first thing that a player does is deal with any 
effects they might be suffering from and/or regeneration. Then, players may move and/or attack any monsters.  
 
At any time during the player’s turn, they may acquire cards and play ability cards. 
 
After all players have had a turn, it is the Monster’s Turn (see page 6). 
 
Drawing your hand 

If this is the start of a new Area, all players will already have a hand of cards. If this is a subsequent turn, all players must draw 6 cards from their Deck. 
 

Effects on Mercenaries 

If the player is currently under an effect (poisoned, burn, webbed), now is the time their effects resolve. See the Adventure Book for what these effects do, and what 

adventure they show up in. 

 

After effects are resolved; or if there are no effects to resolve, that player moves onto Regeneration (see below). 

 

Regeneration, Health, and Minus Health 

If a player’s current Health (       ) is at 0 or less, that player regenerates 1 point of Health (       ). 

If after this, a player’s current Health (       ) is still 0 or less, then they are considered at “Minus Health”. While at Minus Health, a player cannot attack or play Skill Melee or 

Skill Ranged cards. They may still play Skill Defence cards, Ability cards, move, etc. Skill Melee cards may be played when Retreating from a Monster Lashing Out (see Combat 

on page 8).  

 

After this, the player may Move (see below) and/or Attack (see next page) if they wish to.  
After a player has attacked and/or moved (if they wished to), it is the end of that player’s turn.  
After all players have had a turn, the Monster Turn begins (see page 6). 
 
Movement 

Players may move their Mercenary card orthogonally, by the following rules. Players may move in any combination of the following: 

 The Mercenary card may move along the row as many squares as the player wishes. 

And/Or 

 The Mercenary card may move forward or backward 1 square. 

 

Players may not: 

 Move diagonally. 

 Move along, up or down, then along again. 

 Move through (or finish their movement on) a Monster, Mercenary, or missing Battle Area Square. 

 Move off one side of the Battle Area and re-appear on the other. 

 Move, attack a Monster, and then move again. 

 

If the Mercenary is Adjacent to a Monster that is able to attack, and the player wishes to move away from it, the Monster attacks by “Lashing Out” as the player moves away 

(see Combat, page 8). Irrelevant of how the Lashing Out goes, the player may still move away after this is done and an Acted Token is placed on the Monster. If multiple 

Monsters are capable of Lashing Out, they act in the same order they would act during the Monster Turn. (Melee, then any Champions, then Ranged; starting with the 

highest starting Health (       ) in each category. Ties are settled by the First Player.) 
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Attacking 

Players may attack before or after moving. Players use Skill Melee or Skill Ranged cards to attack. A Melee attack uses Skill Melee cards, a Ranged attack uses Skill Ranged 
cards. 
 
To make a Melee attack, the player’s Mercenary card must be adjacent to the Monster they wish to attack. Adjacent only counts orthogonally- not diagonally. 
 
To make a Ranged attack, the Monster the player wishes to target must be within the Range of the Skill Ranged card(s).  
Each Skill Ranged card has a Minimum Range (Min. Range) and a Maximum Range (Max. Range). This is how many Rows a Monster must be from the Mercenary card to be 
targeted by a Ranged Attack. If a player uses multiple Skill Ranged cards, the lowest Min. Range and the highest Max. Range across the played cards is used for that attacks 
Range. 
I.e. a Skill Ranged card with a Min. Range and Max. Range of 2 can only target Monster’s 2 rows away from the Mercenary. A Skill Ranged card with a Min. Range of 2, and a 
Max. Range of 4 could target any Monster 2 to 4 rows away from the Mercenary.  
 
To calculate how much damage is done, see Combat on page 8. 
 
If you have killed the last Monster in the Battle Area, all remaining players (if any) still get a turn. Play resumes as normal until the end of the Mercenary turn. Instead of 
proceeding to the Monster turn, proceed to the End of Area (see page 7). 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Acquiring Cards 

Players may acquire cards from the Resource Area at any time (during the Mercenary OR Monster Turn).  

However, they must meet the acquiring conditions (written on the card. “May only be acquired…”) and spending the EXP (      ) cost (if the box in the bottom right of the card 

is red it indicates how much you spend, if it is green it indicates how much you gain). If that player does not have enough EXP (      ) or cannot meet the acquiring condition, 

they cannot acquire that card. 

 

Players may only acquire one card per turn. This is placed in the Acquired Card area on a players play mat. At the end of a round, players take this card and put it into their 

discard pile- while they are discarding their hand (see End of Turn page 7). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Playing Ability Cards 

Players may play Ability Cards (cards with a blue background) from their hand at any time. However, the effects of some Ability cards would be more effective at specific 

times. 

 

Ability cards activate immediately when they are played, and resolved fully before the player may proceed with the remainder of their turn. Once an Ability card is resolved, 

discard it. 

 

Some Monster cards have a blue box on them. You may play this card from your hand to activate that effect as you would an Ability card, however it is NOT considered an 

Ability card. 
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Monster Turn 
Effects on Monsters 

If any Monsters have effects on them (i.e. burn) now is the time to resolve them. Should a Monster die because of an effect, it is put in the Monster Discard Pile and no one 
gets its MvPs (       ) or EXPs (     ). 
 
After the effects (such as burn) on Monsters are resolved (if any), the order the Monsters move in is determined as follows (see below). 
 
 

 

 

 

Determining Monster Order 

Whenever a Monster moves, all Monsters that share its name move as well (if able). Whenever a Monster attacks, all Monsters that share its name attack as well (if able).  
 
In addition to this, Monsters act in the following this order: 

 Melee Monsters move (if necessary). These have a red background. 

 Melee Monsters attack. 

 Champion Monster (if any). These can be Melee or Ranged. If they are melee, they act as a melee Monster would. If they are ranged, they act as a ranged Monster 
would. 

 Ranged Monsters move (if necessary). These have an orange background. 

 Ranged Monsters attack. 
Within each category, the Monsters with the highest starting Health acts first (the printed Health Value, not the Monster’s remaining Health). I.e. an Orc will act before a 
Goblin. 
 
When Monsters of the same name act, it is the First Player’s choice of the order they act in. 
If multiple Monsters (with different names) share the same starting health, it is the First Player’s choice which Monster group act first- however all Monsters that share the 
same name must move at the same time. 
 
 
 
 
 
Monster Movement 
If a Monster has an Acted Token on it, it cannot move, attack, Retaliate, or Lash Out. 
All Monsters move (if they need to) before attacking. Monsters follow the same movement rules as Mercenaries (See page 4. They can move as far along the row as they like, 
but only 1 square forward or backwards, they can’t pass through something else, etc).  
 
Melee Monsters move in the order dictated above (Determining Monster Order). In addition: 

 If a Melee Monster is able to move adjacent to a Mercenary, it will do so. 
o If there is more than one Mercenary it is able to move adjacent to, it will always move the shortest distance (based on the number of squares the Mercenary 

is away from the Monster- moving orthogonally).  
 If they are equidistant, the First Player chooses. 

 If a Melee Monster cannot move adjacent to a Mercenary, it will move as far as it can towards the closest Mercenary.  
o In the event of a tie, the First Player decides between the tied options. 

 
Ranged Monsters Move in the order dictated above (Determining Monster Order). Ranged Monsters will only move when a Mercenary is adjacent to them, at the begging of 
their turn. In addition: 

 Ranged Monsters will move the shortest distance along the row as possible to be considered no longer adjacent to any Mercenary. 
o If this is impossible, Ranged Monsters will move the shortest distance possible (including any combination of forward/backwards and along, just like a 

Mercenaries’ movement) to be considered no longer adjacent to any Mercenary. 
 If this is still impossible, the Ranged Monster will not move this turn and will perform a Melee Attack on an adjacent Mercenary. 

 
Once all Monsters within their phase (Melee, Champion or Ranged) have moved (if they need to) they then attack (if able). See below. 
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Monster Attacking 
If a Monster has an Acted Counter on it, it cannot move, attack, Retaliate, or Lash Out. 
For a Melee Monster to perform a Melee Attack, it must be adjacent to a Mercenary. Monsters can move and attack on the same turn. If a Monster can move into a position 
where it can attack (and is still able to move and attack that turn) it will do so. If a Melee Monster is adjacent to two or more Mercenaries, it is the First Player’s choice which 
Mercenary the Monster attacks. Melee Monsters that are not adjacent to a Mercenary after moving do not attack.  
Melee Monsters cannot perform Ranged Attacks. 
To calculate how much damage is done, see Combat on page 8. 
 
If a Ranged Monster is adjacent to a Mercenary, it cannot perform a Ranged Attack. If it cannot move in such a way that it is no longer adjacent to a Mercenary (see Monster 
Movement above), then it performs a Melee Attack on the Mercenary it is adjacent to. If a Ranged Monster is adjacent to two or more Mercenaries, it is the First Player’s 
choice who the Monster attacks. 
 
If a Ranged Monster is not adjacent to a Mercenary, it can perform a Ranged Attack. To select the target of a Ranged Attack, the First Player rolls a 1d20 (a 20 sided-die). The 
First Player must roll for each individual Monster’s Ranged Attack. 
In a 2 or 4 player competitive game or a 2 or 4 player co-operative game :  In a 3 player competitive game or a 3 player co-operative game:   

 On a roll of 1 – 4 the attacker misses              •     On a roll of 1 – 5 the attacker misses 

 On a roll of 5 – 8 the attack hits the First Player             •     On a roll of 6 – 10 the attack hits the First Player 

 On a roll of 9 – 12 the attack hits the second player           •     On a roll of 11 – 15 the attack hits the second player 

 On a roll of 13 – 16 the attack hits the third player            •     On a roll of 16 – 20 the attack hits the third player 

 On a roll of 17 – 20 the attack hits the fourth player 
 
Once the target is determined (if any) the damage is calculated.  
To calculate how much damage is done, see Combat on page 8. 
   
 
After all Monsters have had a turn, it is the end of the turn (see below). 
 

 

 

End of the Turn 
During the end of the turn, the following happens: 

 All players have one last chance to acquire cards (if they can meet the conditions and EXP cost of the card they wish to acquire). 

 Check if there are any Monsters in the Battle Area. 

o If there are none, then it is the End of the Area (see below). Otherwise, nothing happens with this step. 

 All players discard the cards in their hands, any card in their Acquired Card pile, and any Skill Defence cards played. 

 All Acted Tokens on Monster/Mercenaries are removed. 

Play then continues with a new turn, starting from the First Player (see page 4). 

 

When playing a co-operative game, if during the end of a turn all players are at Minus Health, then they have lost (see “Losing the game”, on page 8). 

 

 

 

End of the Area 
Once there are no Monsters in the Battle Area, it is the end of the current Area. During the end of a turn when there are no Monsters: 

 If there are no cards in the Monster Deck, it is the end of the game (see page 8), otherwise continue. 

 All players discard the cards in their hands, any card in their Acquired Card pile, and any Skill Defence cards played. 

 The current Area Feature card is discarded into the Area Feature Discard Pile. 

 All Mercenary Cards are removed from the Battle Area, and returned to in front of their respective players. Any tokens and counters on them are removed. 
After this, a new Area begins (see page 3). 
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Combat 
No matter who the attacker or target is, combat is always the same. 

 Make sure the attacker can attack. If a Monster or Mercenary has an Acted Token on them or are in Minus Health, they cannot attack, Retaliate, or Lash Out. There 
may also be other effects and restrictions preventing an attack. 

 Check the attacker’s Attack Value (      )/(      ). The Attack Value used depends if it is a Melee or Ranged Attack. 
o Melee Attacks use Melee Attack Value (      ), Ranged Attacks use Ranged Attack Value (      ). 

 On Monster cards, this is printed on the card. Check to see if any other effects increase or decrease its values. 
 Players play Skill Melee or Skill Ranged cards from their hand to increase their Attack Value. 

 These Skill cards are discarded immediately after the combat is resolved. 

 Check the target’s Defence Value (      ). 
o On Monster cards, this is printed on the card. Check to see if any effects increase or decrease its values. 
o Players play Skill Defence cards from their hand to increase their Defence Value (      ). 

 These Skill cards remain in effect and in front of the player until the end of the turn. At the end of the turn, they are discarded. 
o Lashing Out: When a Player Retreats and is attacked by a Monster’s Lashing Out (see page 4), the player may use Skill Melee cards to increase their Defence 

Value (      ). They cannot use the effects of those cards; just their printed Melee Attack Value (      ), and treat it as though it was a Defence Value (      ). (All 
Skill Melee cards used this way are discarded immediately after the combat is resolved) 

 Deduct the target’s Defence Value from the attacker’s Attack Value. This is how many Wounds are dealt. For Monsters, place Wound Counters onto the Monster 
card (making sure not to cover up important information). For Mercenaries, players should adjust their score pad immediately.  

o If a Mercenary has caused at least one wound when attacking, this is deemed a successful attack. 
 If a Mercenary makes a successful attack and does not kill a Monster, that player gains 1 EXP (     ). 

o If a Mercenary has used Skill Defence cards to reduce Wounds suffered by at least one when being attacked or suffering a trap, this is deemed a successful 
defence. 

 The attacker has an Acted Counter placed on their card. 

 The target may Retaliate if able. The target cannot Retaliate if they could not attack in that situation. All Retaliations must be Melee attacks. 
o Monsters will always Retaliate if able. Even if the attack killed them (see “Killing a Monster” below). 
o Mercenaries may choose to Retaliate or not (if able). Mercenaries cannot Retaliate from a Monster’s Lashing Out. 
o Once the Retaliation has been made, don’t forget to put an Acted Token on the retaliator. 

 If the target was a Monster, and the Monster now has equal or more Wound Counters on it than its total Health, the Monster is dead (see below). 
 
Killing a Monster 

A Monster is considered killed when the number of Wound Counters on it is equal to or greater than its Health (       ). When a Monster is killed, it is dealt with after combat is 

resolved, including Retaliation- a Monster which has been killed still gets to Retaliate if it is able to! After combat, The Monster has all counters and tokens removed from it. 

The Monster Card is placed into the Discard Pile of the player that killed it (if no player killed the Monster- such as burning or poison- the card is placed in the Monster 

Discard Pile). The player who receives the Monster Card must then add its EXP value (     ) onto their current EXP (     ) on their score pad. It is written on the bottom right 

corner of the Monster card. A red box shows how many points you lose, a green box shows you how many points you gain. 

 

End of the Game 
Winning the Game - Competitive 
All players must count up the MVPs (       ) on the Monster cards in their deck, discard pile, and hand (players may wish to combine all their cards together into a deck before 
counting).  
Players also gain 1 MVP (       ) for every 5 EXP (     ) they have remaining.  
Players lose 1 MVP (       ) for each point needed to recover their Health (       ) from Minus Health to 1 (if at all). 
 
The Winner is the player with the highest MVP (       ) score. If there is a tie, then the player with the most current Health (       ) wins. If there is still a tie, then all the tied 
players win. 
 
Winning the Game - Co-Operative 
If players manage to defeat all the Monsters without all being at Minus Health during the end of a turn, then all players win! 
You are free to still count up MVPs (       ) as explained above to satisfy any curiosity and bragging rights. 
 
Losing the Game 
It is only possible for all players to loose in a co-operative game. If during the end of a turn all players are at Minus Health, then they have lost. The game ends. You are free to 
count up MVPs (       ). 
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Additional Rules & Game Types 
2 player game – 2 Pairs 
As per normal 4-player co-operative rules, but: 

 This is a competitive game between two players. If all players are in Minus Health, the game continues. 
o If you wish to play this as a co-operative game, do not count up the MVPs (       ) at the end unless you wish to. 

 Each player controls two Mercenaries. There is a separate deck, discard pile, hand, etc. for each Mercenary. 

 Play alternates between the two players. Player 1’s first Mercenary, then Player 2’s first Mercenary, then Player 1’s second Mercenary, then Player 2’s second 
Mercenary. 

 The First Player Card moves back and forth between the players at the beginning of each Area. At the beginning of each turn, players must decide which Mercenary of 
theirs will go first during their turn. Players may look at their hands before deciding this. 

 MVPs (       ) are added up across both decks a player controls to see who wins. Other bonuses and penalties for EXP (     ) and Minus Health also apply. 
o Players cannot add the EXP (     ) of both their Mercenaries together. Any bonuses come from each individual EXP (     ) total. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 player game – 4 Singles 
This is played as per normal 4-player competitive game, but with each player controlling two Mercenaries. The turn order is as normal. Players should remember that this is 
not a co-operative game, and that even the two Mercenaries they are controlling are competing against one another! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 Player Game – 4 Player Game with Deck Master 
In a 5 player game, the fifth player is the Deck Master (or DM). 

 4 Players (Mercenaries) Vs. 1 Player (the DM). 

 The DM is the one who draws cards from the Monster Deck, Reserve Monster Deck, and Area Feature Deck. 
o When the DM draws Monsters from the Monster Deck, they must place them by the normal Monster Placement rules- with the exception of having to place 

the Monster card as near to the centre as possible. Monsters must still be placed onto the appropriate rows. 
o Area Feature card effects that apply to the First Player, still apply to the First Player. 

 The DM moves all Monsters as they wish. 
o Monsters still must move in the order they normally would, and following normal movement rules.  
o Melee Monster can move where the DM dictates. Melee Monsters do not need to attack if able, and can pursue and attack whoever the DM chooses (except 

players in Minus Health). If a Monster moves away from a Mercenary, the Mercenary may make a Melee attack if able (Lashing Out). 
o Ranged Monsters can’t move unless a Mercenary is next to them. Ranged Monsters can target any player the DM chooses (except players in Minus Health). 

 If all Mercenary players are at Minus Health during the end of a turn, the DM wins. If the players defeat all the Monsters, the players win. 
 
Players may also play with 3 players- 2 playing by 2 player pair co-operative rules Vs. the third player as DM. 
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Battle Area Diagram 

 

           Ranged Monster Row (Orange and Champion Monsters) 

 

           Melee Monster Row (Red Monsters) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           Mercenary Row (Mercenary Cards) 

 

Legal 

This Rule Book, the Adventure Book, Mercenaries – Deck Building Game and all contents therein are copyright © Colin Pearson and Ryan Pearson (2015). 
 
Card art provided by Josh Filhol (www.jfilhol.com), Callum Foster (www.callumfoster.net), and Oliver Reynolds (www.olliereynoldsillustration.com). 
 
Card icons made by Thomas Tamblyn “Lorc” (www.lorcblog.blogspot.co.uk) and used under Creative Commons 3.0 BY license (www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ 
and game-icons.net/about.html), available at Game-Icons.net (www.game-icons.net)  
 

 

 

 

Special Thanks 
Special thanks to Josh Filhol, Callum Foster, Oliver Reynolds, Thomas Tamblyn, FreeWebStore.org, and Wordpress.com. 
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(Art: Josh Filhol. © Colin Pearson & Ryan Pearson 2015.) 

 


